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Abstract: Facial emotion plays a vital role for human interactive communication and also used in numerous real
applications. Facial expression identification from frontal still images has in recent times become a hopeful
investigation area. Their applications include human-computer interface, human emotion examination robot control,
driver state surveillance and medical fields. This paper aims to develop emotion classification scheme to identify seven
dissimilar facial emotions, such as surprise, sad, neutral, happy, fear, disgust and anger by using JAFFE database. Two
different approaches of feature selection and extraction have been used for generation of optimal feature vector. LBP
and 2D- DCT coefficients are employed in addition to image statistics, texture and entropy parameters. In order to
reduce the high dimensionality of the inputs, the principal component analysis has been used and significant reduction
in the input-dimensionality has been achieved. The single hidden layer feed forward neural network has been used as a
classifier in order to classify different emotions from frontal facial images. Three learning algorithms such as resilient
backpropagation, scaled conjugate gradient and gradient descent algorithm with momentum and adaptive learning rate
have been compared. It has been observed that our meticulously designed LBP based hybrid feature vector and a single
hidden layer neural network containing only 70 neurons in the hidden layer trained with gradient descent algorithm
with momentum and adaptive learning rate delivers the maximum average overall classification accuracy of 97.2%,
which has not been reported so far in the literature for the said database. The proposed neural network is very compact,
as it is comprised of only 5,607 connection weights including biases.
Keywords:Facial Emotions, 2D DCT, LBP, PCA, neural network, Classifier.
I. INTRODUCTION
In humans, emotions play an extremely important role in their lives. They determine how we think, how we behave and
how we communicate with others. With this information, it is possible to think, that the new future generation of
machines would have some skills to understand human emotions and generate synthetic emotions similar to humans.
The new machines could have some kind of functionalities to respond more flexibly, predict and adjusting to what
humans want.
Expression detection is useful as a non-invasive method of lie detection and behavior prediction. However, these facial
expressions may be difficult to detect to the untrained eye. A facial expression recognition system needs to solve the
following problems: detection and location offaces in a cluttered scene, facial feature extraction, andfacial expression
classification. It is very important to understand the presence of mind using face expression such as the situation of
mind can be read by their mouth, eyes, eyebrows etc. No wonder automatic face expression recognition has become an
area of immense interest within the computer science, psychology, medicine and human-computer interaction research
communities.
Emotion recognition is a promising area of development and research. The voice interactive systems can adapt as per
the detected input emotion. This could lead to more realistic interactions between system and the user. Expression is the
most important mode of non-verbal communication between people. Recently, the facial expression recognition (FER)
technology attracts more and more attention with people‟s growing interest in expression information. Facial
expression carries crucial information about the mental, emotional and even physical states of the conversation. FER
has practical significance; it has very broad application prospects, such as user-friendly interface between man and
machine, humanistic design of goods, and emotional robot etc. With FER systems, the computer will be able to assess
the human expressions depending on their effective state in the same way that human‟s senses do. The intelligent
computers will be able to understand, interpret and respond to human intentions, emotions and moods. The FER system
can be applied in different areas of life such security and surveillance, they can predict the offender or criminal‟s
behavior by analyzing the images of their faces that are captured by the control-camcorder. Furthermore, the FER
system has been used in communication to make the “answer machine” more interactive with people.FER has attracted
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increasing attention in computer vision, pattern recognition, and human-computer interaction research communities.
The rest of the paper has been organized as follows. In Section II, we have reported the brief overview of related
published research work in the literature. The proposed research methodology has been explained in Section III.
Experimental results are demonstrated in Section IV and in the end; Section V highlights the conclusive remarks.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
A person‟s face is considered as the mirror of the mind. Facial expressions and the changes in facial expressions
provide important information about affective state of the person, his temperament and personality, psychopathological
diagnostic information, information related to stress levels, truthfulness etc. [1]. With growing terrorist activities all
over the world, detection of potential troublemakers continues to be a major problem. Body language and facial
expressions are the best ways to know the personality of a person and the response of a person in various situations.
The facial expressions tell us about concealed emotions which can be used to verify if the information provided
verbally is true. These expressions representing the emotional state of a person can serve an important role in the field
of terrorism control and forensics.
Facial expression analysis can also be used effectively in psychopathology. It may give us information related to the
diagnostic information relevant to depression, mania, schizophrenia and other disorders. The information relevant to the
patient‟s response to the treatment could also be monitored with the facial expression analysis [2, 3]. Thus, expression
analysis can be effectively used for behavioral studies and medical rehabilitation. Stress detection through facial
expression analysis can be useful in caseslike monitoring stress levels in astronauts since other methods may not work
in that environment [4]. Thus, there is an increasing need to understand the human facial expressions in a better way
and to develop a system to accurately classify the emotions of subjects based on their facial images.
Over the last few years, active research is being done to correlate movements of the face with emotional states. Darwin
[5] first published “The Expression of the emotions in Man and Animals” in which he stated the three basic principles
related to expressions and gestures in humans, viz., “(a) Principle of Serviceable associated habits, (b) Principle of
Antithesis, and (c) Principle of actions due to constitution of nervous system, independently from the will, and
independently to a certain extent habit” [5].
Ekman and Friesen [6] developed the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) to measure the facial behavior. In FACS,
they used Action Units (AUs) based on the muscular activity that produces momentary changes in the facial expression.
The system further classified an expression by correctly identifying the action unit or combination of action units
related to a particular expression. A FACS database was created to determine the category or categories in which to fit
each facial behavior. This database is available in the form of a FACS manual. Based on the action units, the researcher
has to interpret the actual emotion.
Padgett [7], Hara and Kobayashi [8, 9], Zhang [10] and Zhao [11] used neural network approach for expression
classification. They classified images into six or seven emotional categories. Padgett et al., [7] trained neural networks
from the data of 11 subjects and tested with the data from one subject. The training and testing dataset was
interchanged and new networks were trained and tested. A classification accuracy of 86% was achieved in this study.
Hara and Kobayashi [8, 9] also used neural networks approach. The training dataset consisted of from data of 15
subjects (90 images) and these networks were tested using data from another 15 subjects. The classification accuracy
achieved was 85 %. Zhang et al., [12] used the JAFFE data base which consists of 10 Japanese female subjects.
Although an accuracy of 90.1% was achieved; same data was used for training and testing. A 100 % recognition rate
was achieved by Zhao et al., [11] who used the Ekman and Friesen database [13], but they used the same data for
training and testing. Khan et al [14] used thermal methods to quantify the facial expressions. He could achieve an
accuracy of 56 %.
As mentioned above, most of the facial expression analysis systems have been based on FACS and identifying AUs
coded from static facial images, and further classifying the expressions based on combinations of these AUs identified.
These systems also required sequential video images (from a video) for expression classification. Some of the systems
used neural network approach, but these systems either used a very small dataset or the training and testing datasets
were not well differentiated. Thus, a method for recognizing expressions needs to be developed for fast, easy, and
accurate classification of facial expressions and tested on a larger dataset of facial expressions like the Cohn-Kanade
database [15]. A classification system consisting of a committee of neural networks can give better results than a
classification system consisting of a single network. Reddy and Buch [16], Das et al., [17] and Reddy et al. [18]
observed such an enhanced classification performance in their studies.
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Though much progress has been made [19-24], recognizing facial expression with a high accuracy remains difficult due
to the subtlety, complexity and variability of facial expression. And it is very difficult to integrate the internal feelings
of a person with facial expression; if the person is fraud then his facial expression will be different from his internal
feelings.
Past works used different methods for feature extraction. G.Guoet al. [25] adopted Gabor and FSLP (Feature Selection
via Linear Programming) for feature extraction process. Their appreciation rate is 91.0% using JAFFE database.
W.Yuwenet al. [26] tested fuzzy integral for feature extraction. Their recognition rate is 83.2% in using JAFFE
database. Z.Wenminget al. [27] used KCCA (Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis). Their recognition rate is 77.05%
in JAFFE database. C.Zhengdonget al. [28] used WMMC(Weighted Maximum Margin Criterion). Their recognition
rate is 65.77%. C.Shanet al. [29] adopted Boosted-LBP. Their recognition rate is 81.0%for JAFFE database and 95.1%
for CK database. In this paper, patch based features are accurately extracted from the image to find emotions and
established to be vigorous, even in the situation of face misalignment to give the correct recognition rate using JAFFE
database.
UrvashiBakshi, RohitSinghal [30], have introduced a new technique to recognize human face artificially using DCT,
PCA and SOM neural network. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a classical and successful method of dimension
reduction. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is a well-known compression technique and Self Organize Map (SOM)
act as a classifier and has been used for face space representation.
Wang, Xun; Liu, Xingang; Lu, Lingyun; Shen, Zhixin et al. [31], have proposed a new FER system, which uses the
active shape mode (ASM) algorithm to align the faces, then extracts local binary patterns (LBP) features and uses
support vector machine (SVM) classifier to predict the facial emotion.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND DISCUSSION
A. Proposed Research Methodology
The research problem undertaken in this project is to develop a neural network based classifier system for identification
of principal emotions (expressions) from human facial images with respect to standard benchmark database, namely,
Japanese female expression database (JAFFE). All these images are frontal still images of the human faces, which will
be used to develop an optimal neural network based classifier system with a view to correctly identify and recognize
the expressed emotion by a person.
A unique image feature selection and generation scheme has been suggested. Features based on 2D DCT and LBP are
augmented with features with regard to image statistics, entropy, texture, homogeneity, etc., so that every image is
represented by a unique feature vector. Based on the annotations available and the visual inspection of the frontal still
facial image of a person, the exact emotion is recognized, which is the target emotion. The facial image database is
transformed to a knowledgebase to be used by a neural network, where a feature vector is followed by the expressed
emotion. Primarily, two different feature extraction schemes based on 2D DCT and LBP are compared in order to
determine the optimal feature vector of an image. Consequently, an optimal feature vector is designed. In a software
environment available in MATLAB 2016a, codes are developed for accomplishing the tasks of feature extraction,
development of a classifier based on neural network, scatter plots, etc. In addition, we have used XLSTAT 2014 for
principal component analysis. It is a projection method as it projects observations from a p-dimensional space with p
variables to a k-dimensional space (where k < p) so as to conserve the maximum amount of information (information is
measured here through the total variance of the dataset) from the initial dimensions. PCA dimensions arealso
called axes or Factors. If the information associated with the first 2 or 3 factors represents a sufficient percentage of the
total variability of the scatter plot, the observations could be represented on a 2 or 3-dimensional chart, thus making
interpretation much easier.
In order to have an understanding of the complexity of the classification problem, it is necessary to inspect visually the
two-dimensional input feature space with respect to all emotions. We have considered seven different emotions for
Japanese female expression database. When a typical two-dimensional scatterplot is drawn between any one of input
features versus another input feature, the crux of the emotion identification problem is to estimate appropriate decision
boundaries, so that each distinct emotion is clearly separated out. However, because of the fact that emotion expression
ability varies significantly from a person to person and in addition, there is a great deal of variation in expression of
emotions with regard to male and female subjects. Consequently, estimation of decision boundaries from the input
feature space is not a trivial task because of overlapping noticed between different classes (emotions) and highly
nonlinear nature of the decision boundaries. Such decision boundaries are required to be estimated as precisely as
possible in order to correctly identify or recognize an emotion from an image. As a matter of fact, numerous scatter
plots can be drawn and examined. In order to simplify the matter, we have fixed input feature 1 and input feature 2 for
examination and understanding of the complexity of the nature of decision boundaries.The neural network based
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classifier is developed to estimate the decision boundaries, so that the all emotions are correctly classified (recognized)
and there are no misclassifications or incorrect classifications.
For designing the optimal neural network based classifier, we have employed a network growing approach and we also
followed a double loop design strategy. For ensuring simplicity of the neural network and also reduced time complexity
and space complexity (hardware, number of connection weights including biases), we have adhered to a single hidden
layer feed forward neural network, which is known as patternnet in MATLAB. The number of neurons (processing
elements) in the hidden layer is increased gradually from 10 to 1000 in the increment of 10. For each value of the
number of PEs in the hidden layer, ten different neural network candidates are configured and retrained with different
random initialization of connection weights and biases as well as different random data partitioning into training,
validation (cross validation) and testing subsets. This is necessary to ensure true learning without any prejudices and
biases. Moreover, neural network learning has been made almost independent of any specific calculated choice of data
partitioning into training, cross validation and testing datasets. Because of random partitioning of data into the training,
validation and testing sets, each sample participates, on an average, an equal number of times to all these three sets. We
used 90% of the total samples as Training Dataset, different 5 % of the total samples as cross-validation (validation)
dataset and remaining 5% of the total samples as testing dataset. Because of the fact that JAFFE database has 213
different images or samples, 191 samples (exemplars) are used for training the neural network, other 11 samples are
used for validation of the trained neural network and remaining 11 samples are used for testing the performance of the
trained neural network.
Obviously, the performance of the neural network is always the best on the training dataset, because it is this dataset
only which has been presented iteratively to the neural network in order to achieve learning and estimate the optimal
values of the connection weights and biases of the neural network. Therefore, examination of the performance of the
neural network on validation as well as the testing dataset is more important as neural network never sees these datasets
during the process of learning. Cross-validation dataset is used for termination of the neural network training and as
training proceeds, at the end of every iteration, it is ensured that both the error on training dataset and that on
validation dataset go on decreasing with respect to the number of iterations (epochs). Though, the magnitude of these
errors might be significantly different. It is generally noticed that the error on the training dataset is always much lower
than that on validation dataset. The magnitude of the error gradient and the number of validation checks are used to
terminate the training. The gradient will become very small as the training reaches a minimum of the performance. If
the magnitude of the gradient is less than, say, 1e-5, the training will stop. This limit can be adjusted by setting the
parameter net.trainParam.min_grad. The number of validation checks represents the number of successive iterations
that the validation performance fails to decrease. If this number reaches 6 (the default value), the training will stop.
Our image data is stationary, that is, the statistics for each data dimension follow the same distribution, and thenwe
might want to consider subtracting the mean-value of a feature from each value of the feature. In images, this
normalization has the property of removing the average brightness (intensity) of the data point. In many cases, we are
not interested in the illumination conditions of the image, but more so in the content; removing the average pixel value
per data point makes sense here. Feature standardization refers to (independently) setting each dimension of the data to
have zero-mean and unit-variance. This is the most common method for normalization and is generally used widely
(e.g., when working with neural networks, feature standardization is often recommended as a pre-processing step). In
practice, one achieves this by first computing the mean of each dimension (across the dataset) and subtracts this from
each dimension. Next, each dimension is divided by its standard deviation.All input features are normalized with zero
mean and unit variance, so that the neural network based classifier models can run faster and better. Fig. 1 shows some
sample facial images of JAFFE database.

Angry
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Neutral
Sad
Surprise
Fig. 1 Samples of images from the JAFFE benchmark database. Seven different expressions in the columns for 3
different subjects in rows
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For every setting of the number of neurons in the hidden layer, we have ten different trials of the neural network and
during every trial, the results of the neural network are found to be drastically different most of the time. This is
because of randomness in initialization of connection weights and biases and randomness in data partitioning into
training, CV and testing subsets at the beginning of every trial run. In addition, as this problem represents learning from
data, the problem always has multiple non-optimal solutions (multiple local minima) and one optimal solution (global
minimum). When training of the neural network proceeds, the learning algorithm often gets trapped to any one of the
local minima and during every trial it can go on finding different local minima and thus further worsens the matter of
finding a global optimal solution. Because of these complex situations, it is impossible to maintain exact reproducibility
in the results produced by the same configuration of the neural network.
For training of the neural network, three different learning algorithms are used.
 Gradient descent with momentum and adaptive learning rate backpropagation (GDX)
 Resilient backpropagation (RP)
 Scaled Conjugate Gradient backpropagation (SCG)
Because of the fact that input feature values are bipolar, we used „tansig‟ activation function of neurons in the hidden as
well as output layer. All inputs are normalized by maintaining zero mean and unity variance. We insist on the
simplicity and the minimum time and space complexity of the neural network based classifier. The network with
minimum number of free parameters (connection weights and biases) should be employed. Possibility of using
Principal Component Analysis is also explored for reduction of high input dimensionality and yielding reasonable
classification performance with minimum complexity of the neural network model.
Cross entropy error criterion is appropriate to classification where the goal is to minimize the number of mis-classified
training samples by imposing an exponentially increasing error the closer an output comes to being "1" when it should
be "0", and vice versa. It calculates a network performance given targets (t) and outputs (y), with optional performance
weights and other parameters. The function returns a result that heavily penalizes outputs that are extremely inaccurate
(y near 1-t), with very little penalty for fairly correct classifications (y near t), where t denotes the target and y denotes
the output of the neural network classifier. Minimizing cross-entropy leads to good classifiers.
The performance of the neural network based classifier is recorded for all ten different trials (runs) with respect to
Cross-entropy Error on training dataset, on CV dataset and on Testing dataset; Average Classification Accuracy on
Training dataset, Average Classification Accuracy on CV dataset, Average Classification Accuracy on Testing dataset
and Overall Average Classification Accuracy. Finally, the best performance measures are highlighted with an emphasis
to the Average Classification Accuracy in comparison with cross-entropy error, because we are solving a classification
problem. As overall average classification accuracy reflects the average classification accuracy on training, validation
and testing datasets; the neural network configuration with the highest average overall classification accuracy is chosen.
B. Principal Component Analysis for 2D – DCT based features
The feature vector based on 2D – DCT for Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) Database is
FVDCT = [DCT1, DCT2, …,DCT64, Average, SD, Entropy, moment2, moment3, median, variance, contrast,
correlation, energy, homogeneity]
Here, as total number of features in FV = 75, number of dimensionality of the input is equal to 75. Now principal
component analysis is used to reduce 75 dimensional space with 75 variables to a k-dimensional space, where, k<75.
A scree plot depicted in Fig. 2 displays the eigenvalues associated with a principal component or factor in descending
order versus the number of the component or factor. It is used in principal components analysis to visually assess which
components or factors explain most of the cumulative variability in the input data.
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Fig. 2 Scree plot(Japan DCT PCA)
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The Fig. 2 shows the scree plot which depicts number of principal components versus cumulative variability (%) and
this plot enables us to determinethe appropriate number of principal components for the desired cumulative variability.
Cumulative variability of 99.9%, 99.5%, 99.1% and at least 95% are considered enough to represent the original input
data into principal components transformation in order to achieve the reduction in the dimensions of the input space.
After such a transformation, we can determine the number of factors (number of new input variables) needed to
maintain the desired cumulative variability.
TABLE I JAPAN DCT PCA
No. of Factors
21 (F1, …,F21)
9 (F1, …,F9)
6 (F1, …, F6)
3 (F1, …, F3)

Cumulative Variability in %
99.9
99.5
99.1
97

Table I portrays the number of principal components and corresponding cumulative variability. So we can see that the
maximum cumulative variability (99.9%) is obtained for 21 factors (F1, F2, F3, …, F21) and here, the original 75
dimensional input space is converted to 21 dimensional input space with 21 input variables.
C. Principal Component Analysis for LBP based features
The feature vector based on LBP for Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) Database is as follows
FVLBP = [LBP1, LBP2, …,LBP59, Average, SD, Entropy, moment2, moment3, kurtosis, skewness, median, variance,
contrast, correlation, energy, homogeneity]
Here, as total number of features in FV = 72, number of dimensionality of the input is equal to 72. Now principal
component analysis is used to reduce 72 dimensional input space with 72input variables to a k-dimensional input space,
where, k<72.
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Fig. 3 Scree plot (Japan LBP PCA)
From Fig. 3, it is noticed that 99.9% cumulative variability can be achieved with only 67 factors. As number of
principal components is decreased, cumulative variability also drops and for 42 factors, the cumulative variability is
equal to 91%.
TABLE II JAPAN LBPPCA
No. of Factors
67 (F1, …, F67)
63 (F1, …, F63)
60 (F1, …, F60)
49 (F1, …, F49)
42 (F1, …, F42)
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The above Table II displays the number of factors and corresponding cumulative variability. So, we can see that the
maximum cumulative variability (99.9%) is obtained for 67factors.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Scatter Plots for Visualization of Decision Regions
Scatter plots are plots of sample input feature vectors in input features space. They are excellent visualization tools for
determining feature vector distribution in Rd, where d ≤ 3. They often facilitate natural or obvious clustering of classspecific feature data and the partitioning of Rd into decision regions for classification.

Fig. 4 Scatter plot showing Normalized DCT16 versus Normalized DCT8 for 7 different emotions
The Fig. 4 shows a typical scatter plot using features as Normalized DCT16 and Normalized DCT8 for 7 different
emotions in relation to JAFFE database.It is noticed that there exists overlapping between emotions, complete absence
of many emotion-classes and also there does not exist sufficient clustering of emotion-class specific feature data.
Therefore, decision regions cannot be estimated for classification into seven different classes. This seems to be an issue
with 2D – DCT based features. In view of this, it is certain that these features are not able to provide reasonable
classification accuracy. We can see that distribution contains very few points. So it is impossible to classify seven
emotions from only few points. This situation might be improved if we transform raw input features into principal
components domain. After carrying out principal component analysis, we again sketch a typical scatter plot as shown in
Fig. 5 using factor 16 (PC16) and factor 8 (PC8). It is observed that now at least the decision regions can be visualized
in order to separate the feature space into seven different classes. Though, it is seen that the decision regions are highly
nonlinear and complex in view of some overlappingbetween different emotions and therefore is very hard to distinguish
one emotion from the another one. However, as compared to raw input DCT based features, PC factors can yield better
classification leading to better recognition.Results are the best if two classes have little or no overlap in feature space.
Accordingly, it makes sense to include (combinationsof) features that separate the classes as well as possible.

Fig. 5 Scatter plot showing Normalized PC16 versus Normalized PC8 for 7 different emotions
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Fig. 6 Scatter plot showing Normalized LBP16 versus Normalized LBP8 for 7 different emotions
The Fig, 6 shows the scatter plot using features as Normalized LBP16 and Normalized LBP8 for 7 different emotions
with respect to JAFFE database. It is noticed that there exists sufficient clustering of emotion-class specific feature data
with very little or no overlapping between different emotion classes. The emotion- classes are sufficiently disjoint. The
decision regions are noticed as nonlinear; however, they can be estimated by an optimal neural network model for
classification into seven different classes. As compared to raw input features based on 2D – DCT, the quality of raw
input features based on LBP is much better.

Fig. 7 Scatter plot showing Normalized PC16 versus Normalized PC8 for 7 different emotions
After carrying out principal components analysis on the features based on LBP, a typical scatter plot is depicted in Fig.
7 using factor 16 (PC16) and factor 8 (PC8) for seven different emotion-classes. It is seen that there exists sufficient
clustering of emotion-class specific feature data with very little or no overlapping between different emotion classes.
Although, the decision regions are noticed as nonlinear, they can be estimated by an optimal neural network model for
classification into seven different classes. However, so far as the quality of raw input features based on LBP and
transformed features using PCA is concerned, both are more or less equivalent, thus expecting reasonable classification
and much better recognition in comparison with the features based on 2D – DCT.
B. Design of Neural Network based ClassifierusingPrincipal Components of Inputs
For the development of a classifier based on neural network, as reported earlier, two different types of features, such as,
FVDCTand FVLBPhave been employed. In addition, with a view to reduce the dimensions of raw input features,
principal component analysis has been carried out for both types of features in order to determine the number of factors
needed for maintaining a specific percentage of cumulative variability. Based on the cumulative variability, different
number of PCA factors is applied to the neural network. As already mentioned in Section III, the optimal neural
network for each value of the cumulative variability is determined. It is noticed that DCT based features are unable to
produce an acceptable classification accuracy on training, validation and testing datasets. Their results are reported in
Table III.
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PCA counterparts of feature vector, FVDCThas been presented to the neural network. Different factors are applied to the
neural network corresponding to the cumulative variability of 95%, 99.1%, 99.5% and 99.9%, respectively and the best
optimal neural network delivering maximum average classification accuracy for each input feature vector is obtained
by following a network growing approach and a double loop design strategy as discussed in Section III.
Application of 21 factors (principal components needed for 99.9% cumulative variability) to a neural network with a
single hidden layer comprising of 250 processing elements (neurons) results into the best classifier with average overall
classification accuracy of 91.54929%, when trained with resilient backpropagation algorithm.
The results are shown in Table III. This network consists of 7,257 connection weights inclusive of all biases in hidden
as well as output layer. In all other cases, the classification performance of the neural network is not satisfactory despite
the use of large number of connection weights and biases.In Table, various acronyms are used, where FV denotes the
feature vector, PE denotes the processing elements or neurons, CV denotes the cross validation, NCW denotes the total
number of connection weights and biases present in the neural network.
TABLE III PERFORMANCE MEASURES OF NEURAL NETWORK FOR FV BASED ON DCTPCA
FV

PE

DCTPCA3

1500
210
1140
DCTPCA6 510
860
960
DCTPCA9 980
910
910
DCTPCA21 490
250
970

Cross-entropy Error
Train CV
Test

Average Classification Accuracy in %
Train
CV
Test
Overall

Learning NCW
Algorithm

0.2560
0.2549
0.2631
0.1864
0.1483
0.1468
0.1782
0.1430
0.1635
0.1054
0.0655
0.0695

31.937
29.3193
34.554
57.591
75.392
72.774
67.015
85.863
79.581
89.528
97.905
98.429

GDX
RP
SCG
GDX
RP
SCG
GDX
RP
SCG
GDX
RP
SCG

0.2677
0.2747
0.2400
0.3382
0.4617
0.4756
0.3582
0.6367
0.5976
0.3654
0.2916
0.3672

0.2754
0.3286
0.4190
0.3454
0.7016
0.5118
0.5695
0.6984
0.5223
0.3401
0.5412
0.5760

18.181
27.27
18.18
18.18
27.272
45.45
45.45
27.27
18.181
36.36
36.36
27.272

27.27
9.09
27.27
9.09
0.00
9.09
18.18
36.36
9.09
27.27
36.363
9.09

30.985
28.16901
33.333
53.051
69.014
68.075
63.380
80.28169
72.769
83.568
91.54929
90.140

16507
2317
12547
7147
12047
13447
16667
15477
15477
14217
7257
28137

Now, principal components (factors) of FVLBP are presented to the neural network with a view to reduce the input
dimensions. Different factors are applied to the neural network corresponding to the cumulative variability of 91%,
95%, 99.1%, 99.5% and 99.9%, respectively and the best optimal neural network entailing maximum average
classification accuracy for each input FV is obtained by following a network growing approach and a double loop
design strategy. The performance measures of the best classifierfor each FV for different learning algorithms are shown
in Table IV.
As the recognition results for 60 PCA factors (99.1% cumulative variability) are found to be the best with Gradient
descent with momentum and adaptive learning rate backpropagationalgorithm, the computer simulation results are
demonstrated as below.
In the followingTable IV, we can see that for LBPPCA data with 60 PCA coefficients and PE=110, we got accuracy of
94.83568% for GDX training algorithm and the number of connection weights required are also very less i.e. 7487 as
compared to other two algorithms for same number of PCA coefficients. Though the accuracies for other two
algorithms for PCA = 60 are greater than that for GDX, the connection weights required are more. This, in turn,
increases the complexity of Neural Network. So we always prefer optimal design of Neural Network with minimum
number of connection weights and biases. So we have considered PCA = 60 with minimum number of connection
weights and that we got using GDX training algorithm.
Application of 60 factors (principal components needed for 99.1% cumulative variability) to a neural network with a
single hidden layer comprising of 110 processing elements (neurons) results into the best classifier with average overall
classification accuracy of 94.83568% when trained withGradient descent with momentum and adaptive learning rate
backpropagation algorithm. The results are shown in Table IV. This network consists of 7,487 connection weights
inclusive of all biases in hidden as well as output layer.
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TABLE IVPERFORMANCE MEASURES OF NEURAL NETWORK FOR FV BASED ON LBPPCA
FV

PE Cross-entropy Error
Train
CV
Test
LBPPCA42 330 0.047835 0.203284 0.417653
170 0.05795 0.592754 0.505196
180 0.033049 0.209439 0.259094
LBPPCA49 490 0.044524 0.454447 0.098758
130 0.051886 0.453659 0.549054
60 0.049512 0.19879 0.400422
LBPPCA60 110 0.0595
0.16176 0.3884
190 0.0446
0.4271
0.4152
220 0.026004 0.125794 0.326341
LBPPCA63 170 0.038091 0.217154 0.363387
100 0.039593 0.141652 0.623631
170 0.037318 0.210147 0.367018
LBPPCA67 280 0.034096 0.211101 0.308751
200 0.064415 0.446574 0.797732
470 0.049387 0.283246 0.486565

Average Classification Accuracy in % Learning NCW
Train CV
Test
Overall Algorithm
100 54.54545 45.45455 94.83568 GDX
16507
100 54.54545 63.63636 95.77465 RP
8507
100 54.54545 45.45455 94.83568 SCG
9007
100 27.27273 81.81818 95.30516 GDX
27937
100 45.45455 72.72727 95.77465 RP
7417
100 63.63636 36.36364 94.83568 SCG
3427
100 81.818182 18.181818 94.83568 GDX
7487
100 54.54545 63.63636 95.774648 RP
12927
100 72.72727 63.63636 96.71362 SCG
14967
100 54.54545 54.54545 95.30516 GDX
12077
100 63.63636 45.45455 95.30516 RP
7107
100 63.63636 54.54545 95.77465 SCG
12077
100 63.63636 54.54545 95.77465 GDX
21007
100 54.54545 54.54545 95.30516 RP
15007
100 72.72727 36.36364 95.30516 SCG
35257

The parameters of the neural network are as follows:
Input Layer: 60 Neurons
No. of PEs in Hidden Layer = 110 (optimal number decided after rigorous experimentation and re-training)
Output Layer: 7 Neurons as Seven emotion-classes are 1. Surprise, 2.Sad, 3.Neutral, 4.Happy, 5.Fear, 6.Disgust and
7.Anger
Architecture of patternnet: 60-110-7
Learning Algorithm: Gradient descent with momentum and adaptive learning rate backpropagation algorithm
For 110 neurons in the hidden layer, the neural network is re-trained ten times with different random initialization of
connection weights including biases and random partitioning of the data into training, cross-validation and testing
datasets (Training: 90%, Cross-validation: 5 % and Testing 5 %). Among ten different trials, during Trial 6, the
maximum average overall classificationaccuracy is observed.

Fig. 8 Plot showing Cross-Entropy Error versus number of Epochs for training, cross validation and testing data
In above graph shown in Fig. 8, we can see that the best validation cross-entropy errorperformance after six
consecutive validation checks is 0.16176, which is obtained at epoch number 133. So at this instant, the training of the
Neural Network is terminated.
The Fig. 9 shows the overall confusion matrix which combines classification accuracies on training, cross-validation
and testing datasets for various emotions like surprise, sad, neutral, happy, fear, disgust and anger. So we can see that
the average overall correct classification accuracy is 94.8% for all the emotions. It is seen from the Table V that all 30
emotions are correctly recognized as surprise, resulting into the classification accuracy for surprise as 100%. It is also
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observed that 27 emotions are correctly recognized as sad, but one emotion is incorrectly recognized as surprise, one
emotion is incorrectly recognized as neutral, one emotion is incorrectly recognized as happy and one emotion is
incorrectly recognized as fear.

Fig. 9Overall Confusion Matrix for 60-110-7 Neural Network with GDX learning algorithm
Thus, out of total 31 emotions, only 27 emotions are correctly recognized as sad, resulting into the classification
accuracy for sad of 27/31, i.e., 87.1%. It is also noticed that 29 emotions are correctly recognized as neutral and one
emotion is incorrectly recognized as surprise, thus, leading to the classification accuracy for neutral as 29/30, i.e.,
96.7%. In addition, it is also seen that 29 emotions are correctly recognized as happy and 2 emotions are incorrectly
recognized as fear, thus, resulting into the classification accuracy with respect to happy as 29/31, i.e., 93.5%.
Furthermore, all 32 emotions are correctly recognized as fear, entailing the classification accuracy for fear as 100%. It
is also obvious that 28 emotions are correctly recognized as disgust and one emotion is incorrectly recognized as anger,
resulting into the classification accuracy in relation to disgust as 28/29, i.e., 96.6%. Moreover, it is also evident that 27
emotions are correctly recognized as anger, one emotion is incorrectly recognized as surprise and two emotions are
incorrectly recognized as neutral, resulting into the classification accuracy for anger as 27/30, i.e., 90%. The average
overall classification accuracy for all emotions is computed as 94.8%. It is also confirmed that the total number of
facial images in JAFFE database is equal to 213 (30 facial images expressing Surprise + 31 facial images expressing
Sad + 30 facial images expressing Neutral + 31 facial images expressing Happy + 32 facial images expressing Fear +
29 facial images expressing Disgust + 30 facial images expressing Anger = 213, i.e., Total number of facial images).
TABLE V NO OF CORRECT CLASSIFICATIONS BY THE TRAINED NEURAL NETWORK (60-110-7, GDX)
No. of Recognized
Emotion(Output)
Surprise
Sad
Neutral
Happy
Fear
Disgust
Anger
Correct Recognition
Classification Accuracy
Overall Average Classification
Accuracy
Copyright to IJARCCE

Surprise
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
30/30
100%

No. of Desired Emotions (Target)
Sad
Neutral Happy Fear Disgust
1
1
0
0
0
27
0
0
0
0
1
29
0
0
0
1
0
29
0
0
1
0
2
32
0
0
0
0
0
28
0
0
0
0
1
27/31 29/30
29/31
32/32 28/29
87.1% 96.7%
93.5% 100% 96.6%
94.8%
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Anger
1
0
2
0
0
0
27
27/30
90%
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C. Design of Neural Network based Classifier using raw inputs
For the development of a classifier based on neural network, as reported earlier, two different types of raw input
features, such as, FVDCTand FVLBPhave been employed. First, we have applied raw input features based on 2D – DCT.
As interpreted from the Scatter plot shown in Fig. 4, the quality of FVDCT is very poor. Therefore, we cannot expect
acceptable classification accuracy. In case of FVDCT, the maximum average overall classification accuracy is obtained
for a neural network with a single hidden layer containing 520 neurons and trained with scaled conjugate gradient
backpropagation algorithm. The best average overall classification accuracy is observed as only 42.253521% at the cost
of formidable total number of connection weights and biases amounting to 43,167. In view of this, we shall train our
neural network based classifier using FVLBPin order to achieve maximum average classification accuracy.
The parameters of the neural network are as follows:
Input Layer: 72 Neurons
No. of PEs in Hidden Layer = 70 (optimal number decided after rigorous experimentation and re-training)
Output Layer: 7 Neurons as Seven emotion-classes are 1. Surprise, 2.Sad, 3.Neutral, 4.Happy, 5.Fear, 6.Disgust and 7.
Anger
Architecture of patternnet: 72-70-7
Learning Algorithm: Gradient descent with momentum and adaptive learning rate backpropagation algorithm
For 70 neurons in the hidden layer, the neural network is re-trained ten times with different random initialization of
connection weights including biases and random partitioning of the data into training, cross-validation and testing
datasets (Training: 90%, Cross-validation: 5 % and Testing 5 %). Among ten different trials, during Trial 1, the
maximum average overall classification accuracy is observed. Table VI enlists the different performance measures of
the optimal neural network delivering the maximum average overall classification accuracy for input features based on
2D – DCT as well as LBP for three different learning algorithms, namely, scaled conjugate gradient descent
backpropagationalgorithm (SCG), resilientbackpropagation algorithm (RP) and Gradient descent with momentum and
adaptive learning rate backpropagation algorithm (GDX).
TABLE VI PERFORMANCE MEASURES OF NEURAL NETWORK FOR RAW INPUT DATA, FVDCT AND FVLBP
FV
DC
T
(75)
LBP
(72)

PE
680
80
520
70
120
380

Cross-entropy Error
CV
Test
0.2600
0.2826
0.2742
0.2747
0.3347
0.2733
0.11119
0.3427
0.393554 0.257441
0.212824 0.248576

Train
0.2612
0.2336
0.2333
0.032
0.040972
0.034832

Average Classification Accuracy in %
Train
CV
Test
Overall
28.272251 18.181818 18.181818 27.230047
35.602094 18.181818 9.090909
33.333333
43.455497 45.454545 18.181818 42.253521
100
72.727273 72.727273 97.183099
100
54.54545 54.54545
95.30516
100
63.63636 54.54545
95.77465

Learning
Algorithm
GDX
RP
SCG
GDX
RP
SCG

NCW
56447
6647
43167
5607
9607
30407

In the above Table VI, we can see that for feature vector, FVLBP, a neural network with PE=70, we have obtained
maximum average overall classification accuracy of 97.183099% for GDX training algorithm and the number of
connection weights required are also very less i.e., only 5,607 as compared to other two algorithms. In case of the
feature vector based on DCT data, i.e., FVDCT, the classification accuracies are very poor and the number of connection
weights inclusive of biases required is enormous.

Fig. 10 Neural Network architecture (72-70-7), GDX Learning Algorithm
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The Fig. 10 shows Neural Network architecture containing single hidden layer with 72 inputs of FVLBP applied for
training. Optimal number of hidden neurons are determined as 70 after following the design strategy as explained in
Section III. Output layer contains 7 outputs representing 7 different emotions. The training algorithm used is GDX and
the transfer function used is tanh for both hidden and output layers.

Fig. 11Plot showing Cross-Entropy Error versus number of Epochs for training, cross validation and testing data
In above graph shown in Fig. 11, we can see that the best validation cross-entropy errorperformance after six
consecutive validation checks is 0.11119, which is obtained at epoch number 162. So at this instant, the training of the
Neural Network is terminated.

Fig. 12OverallConfusion Matrixfor 72-70-7 Neural Network with GDX learning algorithm
The Fig. 12 shows the overall confusion matrix which combines classification accuracies of training, cross-validation
and testing datasets for various emotions like surprise, sad, neutral, happy, fear, disgust and anger. So we can see that
the average overall correct classification accuracy is 97.2% for all the emotions.
It is seen from the Table VII that 28 emotions are correctly recognized as surprise, one emotion is incorrectly
recognized as sad and one emotion is incorrectly recognized as happy, resulting into the classification accuracy for
surprise as 28/30, i.e., 93.3%. It is also observed that 29 emotions are correctly recognized as sad, one emotion is
incorrectly recognized as neutral and one emotion is incorrectly recognized as disgust. Thus, out of total 31 emotions,
only 29 emotions are correctly recognized as sad, resulting into the classification accuracy for sad of 29/31, i.e.,
93.5%%.It is also noticed that 29 emotions are correctly recognized as neutral and one emotion is incorrectly
recognized as anger, thus, leading to the classification accuracy for neutral as 29/30, i.e., 96.7%.
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TABLE VII NO OF CORRECT CLASSIFICATIONS BY THE TRAINED NEURAL NETWORK (72-70-7, GDX)
No. of Recognized Emotion(Output)
Surprise
Sad
Neutral
Happy
Fear
Disgust
Anger
Correct Recognition
Classification Accuracy
Overall Average Classification Accuracy

Surprise
28
1
0
1
0
0
0
28/30
93.3%

No. of Desired Emotions (Target)
Sad
Neutral Happy Fear
Disgust
0
0
0
0
0
29
0
0
0
0
1
29
0
0
0
0
0
31
1
0
0
0
0
31
0
1
0
0
0
29
0
1
0
0
0
29/31
29/30
31/31
31/32
29/29
93.5% 96.7%
100% 96.9% 100%
97.2%

Anger
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
30/30
100%

In addition, it is also seen that all 31 emotions are correctly recognized as happy, thus, resulting into the classification
accuracy with respect to happy as 100 %. Furthermore, 31 emotions are correctly recognized as fear and one emotion is
incorrectly recognized as happy, entailing the classification accuracy for fear as 31/32, i.e., 96.9%. It is also obvious
that all 29 emotions are correctly recognized as disgust, resulting into the classification accuracy in relation to disgust
as 100%. Moreover, it is also evident that all 30 emotions are correctly recognized as anger, resulting into the
classification accuracy for anger as 100%. The average overall classification accuracy for all emotions is computed as
97.2%.
V. CONCLUSION
The problem of recognition of facial expressions (emotions) from JAFFE database using neural network is investigated
in this research work.Between 2D- DCT and LBP based feature extraction schemes, FVLBP delivers the best
classification performance of the neural network as compared to the other one. Input features based on principal
components (factors) of FVDCT presented to the single hidden layer neural network with variation in number of
processing elements in the hidden layer, retraining the network ten times (ten different trials for each setting of the
number of neurons in the hidden layer) with different random initialization of connection weights and biases, randomly
chosen data partitioning during every trial and different learning rules do not seem to provide reasonable classification
performance. This is because, overall classification accuracy of 91.54929% is achieved for DCTPCA21 principal
components (21 factors chosen to maintain 99.9% cumulative variability) using a neural network with 250 neurons in
the hidden layer trained with resilient backpropagation algorithm and the total number of connection weights inclusive
of biases is 7,257 as shown in Table III. On the contrary, LBP based feature extraction scheme seems to be more
promising and fruitful, which is again obvious from the scatter plots drawn in original raw input feature space and PCA
transformed feature space. Maximum average overall classification accuracy of 97.183099% is achieved for raw input
features based on LBP, i.e., FVLBP (Total number of features = 72) using a neural network with 70 neurons in the
hidden layer and trained with Gradient descent with momentum and adaptive learning rate backpropagation algorithm
and the total number of connection weights inclusive of biases is only 5,607, which is very optimal as demonstrated in
Table VI. However, when LBPPCA 60 (60 factors chosen to maintain 99.1% cumulative variability) featuresare
presented to the single hidden layer neural network containing 110 processing elements in the hidden layer and trained
with Gradient descent with momentum and adaptive learning rate backpropagation algorithm, the maximum average
overall classification accuracy achieved is noticed as 94.83568% at the cost of 7,487 connection weights inclusive of
biases as shown in Table IV. Similarly, when LBPPCA 60 (60 PC factors chosen to maintain 99.1% cumulative
variability) features are presented to the single hidden layer neural network constituting190 processing elements in the
hidden layer and trained with resilientbackpropagation algorithm, the maximum overall classification accuracy
achieved is noticed as 95.774648% at the cost of 12,927 connection weights inclusive of biases as exhibited in Table
IV. Thus, in the case of LBP PCA based features, it is noticed that even though the input dimensionality is reduced, the
overall classification accuracy has not improved much and this is only possible with the help of a neural network based
classifier comprising of more number of connection weights and biases. However, raw input features based on LBP,
i.e., FVLBPdelivers the best classification performance as maximum average overall classification accuracy of
97.183099% is achieved for just 70 processing elements in the hidden layer and only 5,607 connection weights
inclusive of biases. No other researcher so far has reported such a high value of average classification accuracy with
very compact neural network with reduced time as well as space-complexity on JAFFE database. The major
contribution of this research work is in designing not only an optimal neural network but also an optimal feature vector
by fusion of image LBP coefficients along with some other carefully chosen features describing image statistics,
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texture, entropy, etc.In view of this, it is recommended to use raw input featuresbased on LBP combined with image
statistics and other features such as texture, entropy, etc. for training a neural network with a single hidden layer with
only 70 neurons, Gradient descent with momentum and adaptive learning rate backpropagation algorithm.
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